
Assessment Objectives Success Criteria IF U M + 

AO1 Develop 
-Develop ideas through investigations, 
demonstrating critical understanding 
of sources. 

I can show my understanding of abstract expres-
sionist painting 

    
I can make my own work that shows clear links to 
the artist studied   

   
I have presented my artist research in a clear way    

AO2 Refine 
-Refine work by exploring ideas, se-
lecting and experimenting with ap-
propriate media, materials, tech-
niques and processes 

I can create an interesting range of textures using 
paint      
I can show an interesting design on the page    
I have made a successful piece of felt    

AO3 RECORD 
- Record ideas, observations and 
insights relevant to intentions as work 
progresses 

I can use keywords from the project in full sentenc-
es with the right meaning.     
I have used my sketchbook to clearly present the 
development of my final piece    
I have used annotation to record my ideas    

AO4 PRESENT 
-Present a personal and meaningful 
response that realizes intentions and 
demonstrates understanding of visual 
language 

My final piece clearly links to my experiments      
I have used colour and pattern appropriately in 
my final piece     
I have evaluated my work to show understanding 
of what has been successful and what I could    

 Total 

Name date 

KS3 Cycle Sheet— Yr 7 cycle 2  

SBE / BE / E / AE / SAE Target 

9 36 

8 32 

7 28 

6 24 

5 20 

4 16 

3 12 

2 8 

1 4 

U 0 

WWW:  

EBI 

 

Textiles— Pattern and Texture  
Aim: To produce a piece of textile art that focuses on the 
formal elements of pattern and texture 
Skills: felt making, embroidery, developing a final idea, re-
cording in your sketch book 
Knowledge: definitions of pattern and texture. Textile art 
and artists. Abstract expressionism  

Keywords: Pattern, texture, abstract expressionism, devel-
opment, embroidery, textile art 
Recommended Exhibitions: Fashion and textile collection 
at the V&A (Free) 

William Morris Gallery, Walthamstow (Free)  


